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Chapter 2 : USA C (Color) Potsdam Conference, July-August
Potsdam Conference, (July August 2, ), Allied conference of World War II held at Potsdam, a suburb of Berlin. The chief
participants were U.S. President Harry S. Truman, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill (or Clement Attlee, who
became prime minister during the conference), and Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin.

It met from July 17 through August 2, , in Potsdam, a historic suburb of Berlin. Germany had surrendered in
May; the war with Japan continued. The purpose of the Potsdam meeting was the implementation of the
agreements reached at Yalta. The atmosphere at Potsdam was often acrimonious, presaging the imminent Cold
War between the Soviet Union and the West. In the months leading up to Potsdam, Stalin took an increasingly
hard line on issues regarding Soviet control in Eastern Europe , provoking the new American president and the
British prime minister to harden their own stance toward the Soviet leader. Two issues were particularly
contentious: When Soviet forces liberated Polish territory, Stalin, without consulting his allies, transferred to
Polish administration all of the German territories east of the Oder-Neisse western branch Rivers. While
Britain and the United States were prepared to compensate Poland for its territorial losses in the east, they
were unwilling to agree to such a substantial land transfer made unilaterally. They would have preferred the
Oder-Neisse eastern branch River boundary. The larger territory gave Poland the historic city of Breslau and
the rich industrial area of Silesia. Reparations was another unresolved problem. The Soviet Union demanded a
sum viewed by the Western powers as economically impossible. Stalin sought, with only limited success,
additional German resources from the British and American zones. Agreements reached at Potsdam provided
for: Transference of authority in Germany to the military commanders in their respective zones of occupation
and to a four-power Allied Control Council for matters affecting Germany as a whole. Denazification,
demilitarization, democratization, and decentralization of Germany. Transference of Koenigsberg and adjacent
area to the Soviet Union. Just prior to the conference, Truman was informed of the successful test of the
atomic bomb in New Mexico. On July 24 he gave a brief account of the weapon to Stalin. Stalin reaffirmed his
commitment to declare war on Japan in mid-August. While the conference was in session, the leaders of
Britain, China , and the United States issued a proclamation offering Japan the choice between immediate
unconditional surrender or destruction. Between War and Peace: From Potsdam to the Cold War: Big Three
Diplomacy, â€” America, Britain and Russia: Their Cooperation and Conflict, â€” The Semblance of Peace:
Nogee Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography.
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The Beginning of The Cold War, The Potsdam Conference (July - August ).

Leahy , Joseph E. Davies , James F. Byrnes , and Harry S. From left to right, first row: Brigadier General
Harry H. Clement Attlee , Harry S. Truman, Joseph Stalin, and behind: Stalin, Churchill, and Truman gathered
to decide how to administer Germany, which had agreed to unconditional surrender nine weeks earlier on 8
May Victory in Europe Day. Relationships among the leaders A number of changes had taken place in the five
months since the Yalta Conference which greatly affected the relationships among the leaders. Stalin had set
up a puppet Communist government in Poland, and he insisted that his control of Eastern Europe was a
defensive measure against possible future attacks, claiming that it was a legitimate sphere of Soviet influence.
The outcome became known during the conference when Labour leader Clement Attlee became the new Prime
Minister. During the war and in the name of Allied unity, Roosevelt had brushed off warnings of a potential
domination by Stalin in part of Europe. He explained, "I just have a hunch that Stalin is not that kind of a man.
George Lenczowski notes that, "despite the contrast between his relatively modest background and the
international glamour of his aristocratic predecessor, [Truman] had the courage and resolution to reverse the
policy that appeared to him naive and dangerous", which was "in contrast to the immediate, often ad hoc
moves and solutions dictated by the demands of the war". The Potsdam Conference was the only time that
Truman met Stalin in person. Nevertheless, at the insistence of the Americans, General de Gaulle was not
invited to Potsdam, as he had too been denied representation at Yalta; a diplomatic slight which was a cause of
deep and lasting resentment. All other issues were to be answered by the final peace conference to be called as
soon as possible. Germany The Allies issued a statement of aims of their occupation of Germany: Germany
and Austria were each to be divided into four occupation zones earlier agreed in principle at Yalta , and
similarly each capital, Berlin and Vienna , was to be divided into four zones. All German annexations in
Europe were to be reversed, including Sudetenland , Alsace-Lorraine , Austria, and the westernmost parts of
Poland. These areas were mainly agricultural, with the exception of Upper Silesia which was the second
largest centre of German heavy industry. The types and amounts of industry to dismantle to achieve this was
to be determined later see Allied plans for German industry after World War II. German industrial
war-potential was to be destroyed, through the destruction or control of all industry with military potential. To
this end, all civilian shipyards and aircraft factories were to be dismantled or otherwise destroyed. All
production capacity associated with war potential, such as metals, chemical, machinery etc. Manufacturing
capacity thus made "surplus" was to be dismantled as reparations or otherwise destroyed. All research and
international trade was to be controlled. The economy was to be decentralized decartelization. The economy
was also to be reorganized with primary emphasis on agriculture and peaceful domestic industries. In early
agreement was reached on the details of the latter: Germany was to be converted into an agricultural and light
industry economy. German exports were to be coal, beer, toys, textiles, etc. In particular, the French refused to
resettle any expelled Germans from the east. Moreover the French did not accept any obligation to abide by
Potsdam agreements in the proceedings of the Allied Control Council; in particular resisting all proposals to
establish common policies and institutions across Germany as a whole, and anything that they feared might
lead to the emergence of an eventual unified German government. Territory previously part of Germany is
identified in pink A Provisional Government of National Unity recognized by all three powers should be
created known as the Lublin Poles. When the Big Three recognized the Soviet controlled government, it
meant, in effect, the end of recognition for the existing Polish government-in-exile known as the London
Poles. Poles who were serving in the British Army should be free to return to Poland, with no security upon
their return to the communist country guaranteed. The provisional western border should be the
Oderâ€”Neisse line , defined by the Oder and Neisse rivers. However the final delimitation of the western
frontier of Poland should await the peace settlement which would take place 45 years later at the Treaty on the
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Final Settlement with Respect to Germany in The Soviet Union declared it would settle the reparation claims
of Poland from its own share of the overall reparation payments. Potsdam Declaration The Foreign Ministers:
Vyacheslav Molotov , James F. Aftermath Truman had mentioned an unspecified "powerful new weapon" to
Stalin during the conference. Towards the end of the conference, the United States gave Japan an ultimatum to
surrender or meet "prompt and utter destruction", which did not mention the new bomb[21] but promised that
"it was not intended to enslave Japan". The Soviet Union was not involved in this declaration, as it was still
neutral in the war against Japan. The justification was that both cities were legitimate military targets, to end
the war swiftly, and to preserve American lives.
Chapter 4 : Potsdam Conference | Revolvy
POTSDAM AND THE FINAL DECISION TO USE THE BOMB (Potsdam, Germany, July ) Events > Dawn of the Atomic
Era, The War Enters Its Final Phase, ; Debate Over How to Use the Bomb, Late Spring

Chapter 5 : Potsdam Conference | Military Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Potsdam Conference, held near Berlin, July August 2, , was the last of the Big Three meetings during World War
calendrierdelascience.com was attended by Premier Joseph Stalin of the Soviet Union, the new.

Chapter 6 : July - Wikipedia
The Potsdam Conference, The Big Threeâ€”Soviet leader Joseph Stalin, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill
(replaced on July 26 by Prime Minister Clement Attlee), and U.S. President Harry Truman â€”met in Potsdam, Germany,
from July 17 to August 2, , to negotiate terms for the end of World War II.

Chapter 7 : Documents on British policy overseas in SearchWorks catalog
TERMINAL: Potsdam, 17 July - 2 August (World War II Inter-Allied Conferences series) [Inter-Allied Conferences staff,
Office of the Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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TERMINAL (Potsdam, 17 July - 2 August ). This conference saw a changing of the guard among American and British
leaders. Harry S. Truman replaced President Roosevelt, who had died on 12 April.

Chapter 9 : Potsdam Conference - Wikipedia
The Potsdam Conference (German: Potsdamer Konferenz) was held at Cecilienhof, the home of Crown Prince Wilhelm
in Potsdam, occupied Germany, from 17 July to 2 August (In some older documents, it is also referred to as the Berlin
Conference of the Three Heads of Government of the USSR, USA, and UK.
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